
Civil Engineering Department  

 

Play with drawing: 

 

• Description: Play with drawing is the civil engineering drawing competition 

in which individual participant can be participate. This competition is held in 

2 rounds.  

 

➢ Round 1): It is the elimination round. Participant have to draw the plan on 

sheet in given area with fulfilling all the requirements. Participant must be 

draw developed plan within given time to reach the 2nd round. 

 

➢ Round 2): Participant have to draw the plan on AutoCAD software which 

already drawn on sheet. Also participant have to draw the 3d elevation on 

AutoCAD 3D software. 

Participant must be full fill all requirements while designing the elevation. 

 

Rules:  

➢ Round 1): Participants will be given 45 minutes time. All participants have to 

draw plan on given area. Plan will be satisfied all functional requirements. 

The selected participants will reach next round. 

 

➢ Round 2): Selected participants have to draw the plan on AutoCAD. Also 

participants have to draw the 3d elevation on the AutoCAD software. For 

this participant will be given 1hr 15 minutes time. The best plan and 

elevation will be declare as winner of competition. 

 

 



Total Participants Entries: 50  

Time duration of the competition: 10am to 12:30pm  

Entry Fees: 50Rs                   

 

 

 

CQ’s Competition 

 

• Description: CQ’s is the civil engineering quiz competition which is based on 

the aptitude and technical knowledge based quiz. This quiz competition test 

the knowledge of participants. This is Team event in which each Team will 

allow minimum 2 and maximum 4 members. The competition is held in 2 

rounds. 

Round 1): On Paper quiz:  

                  Teams will be provided the Questionnaires which consist the general 

knowledge civil engineering related questions. Teams must answer the questions 

within a time. Selected Teams will qualifies for the next round.  

 

Round 2): Buzzer Round:  

                  For selected teams 1 common question is asked. The team which able to 

answer should play the buzzer and chance to answer the question. 

 

 



• Rules:  

Round 1): For this round teams will be given 45 minutes to solve the 55 questions. 

To reach the next round teams must be choose the maximum correct answers of 

providing questionnaire. Each group will be provide the questionnaire form the 

organizers. Teams which reaches the cut off will eligible for the Final Round. 

 

 

Round 2): Selected teams will be provide Buzzers on Desk. Same questions will be 

ask to all teams. To answer the questions it is mandatory to play buzzer. The team 

which play the buzzer first will give to chance the answer the question. The team 

which gives the maximum answers will declare as Winner. 

 

 

Total Participants Entries: 25 Teams  

Time duration of the competition: 1pm to 3pm  

Entry Fees: 100Rs                   

 

                      

 

 

  


